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"In a competitive landscape, value-oriented Hispanics
shop at a variety of store types. As each grocery retailer
defends its turf, the challenge is to keep shoppers in the

store longer and make them notice categories they typically
associate with other stores. Creating product-store-value

associations is important as growth will happen only if
share is taken from somewhere else."

- Juan Ruiz, Director of Hispanic Insights

This report looks at the following areas:

• Hispanics make multiple weekly shopping trips
• A crowded landscape
• Reinforcing and breaking habits

This Report focuses on retail channels that provide grocery products including traditional supermarkets,
mass merchandisers, club stores, Hispanic grocery stores, natural grocery stores (eg Whole Foods
Market and Trader Joe’s), drug stores, dollar stores, discount grocery stores, convenience stores, and
internet grocery retailers.

Groceries are defined as products such as food, beverages, cleaning products, household goods (eg
toilet paper, garbage bags), and/or personal care products (eg lotions, vitamins, and pharmacy
products).

Expenditure estimates are based on the estimate of sales through IRI's MULO retailers that will appear
in Mintel's upcoming Grocery Retailing – US, November 2017 Report.

Findings in this Report can be supplemented by the analysis presented in Mintel’s Grocery Retailing –
US, November 2016, Black Consumers and Shopping for Groceries – US, October 2017, Hispanics and
Shopping for Groceries – US, November 2015, and other relevant Hispanic Reports in Mintel’s
multicultural library.
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Figure 38: TURF Analysis – Factors influencing shopping location – Excluding price, July 2017
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Figure 51: Hispanic household spending on groceries*, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2012-17

Figure 52: Hispanic household spending and forecast spending on food and drink*, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2012-17
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Figure 54: Hispanic household spending and forecast spending on HBC products*, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2012-17
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